
September 5, 2011 
Reflection 
 
It's been 28 years since Eddie was murdered. He would have been a grandfather 
by now, I bet.  
 
Richard LaFuente, is still serving time for the murders committed by your Tribal 
Chairman and his inbred family. Richard has grandchildren he never met, and 
children he was torn away from. Imagine what it is like to have your children torn 
away from you... it should be easy now that you have, again, experienced the 
wrenching loss of a child... 
 
The Innocent always suffer for the crimes of the guilty. Can you get a feel now, 
for the suffering of the innocent? Or shall more innocent perish until you 
understand that not standing up for the Innocent will continue to bring only more 
grief to the place where only the Guilty are protected? 
 
Or shall we gaze, just a little longer, into this ever darkening mirror? 
 
Fragile 
 
Newspaper articles say Noah Littlewind was 10 years old. The service for him 
was held in the school auditorium yesterday.  The children are fragile. They are 
young. They make mistakes. The mistakes should not be fatal, but sometimes, 
they just are.  
 
Everything, so it seems, conspired to take a perfectly average day and turn it into 
a tragedy. A family outing, visiting with friends, the boys taking to their bikes after 
dinner... the sun low enough to temporarily blind the driver.... the older brother 
saying not to turn into the street... but the younger one seeing the crosswalk... 
not looking... just a kid, thought it was ok... and now, every life affected. 
 
Families are hollowed out in the absence of one who is never coming home. A 12 
yr. old brother is traumatized for the rest of his life... and a driver, no matter what 
other problems she may have had in her life... will never get over this.  
 
It can happen where no one was really at fault. It can. Children are fragile, they 
move fast, they don't think because they don't know... and then... 
 
Here we are again.  Following a tiny coffin to the grave...  
 
Protecting the children is the responsibility of everyone out there, regardless of 
whether or not we have children, it is our responsibility to do all we can to protect 
them, guide them, prevent them from being hurt, crippled, killed...  
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Sometimes it is not preventable, but most times, it is.  
 
Knowing 
 
This is why it is not okay to allow people with records of being abusive or 
dangerous to children, to have any say over what happens to the children on the 
rez. Because children get hurt. Because children can't defend themselves.  
 
Allowing anyone to steal from the children, whether it be Kevin Dauphinais and 
his mother cashing checks that are intended for the Foster Children, or someone 
like Georgia, who steals from the Head Start Program by using the credit card, 
which she never should have had access to in the first place, for her personal 
shopping, gambling, whatever.  
 
Marty, her husband, is supposed to be protecting the program, but he is choosing 
to protect her job. That is so typical of all that goes on out there. (And yes, he 
was still the better choice for Chairman given that the one that won is one of the 
murderers of Eddie Peltier, and the third guy in the runoff was an accomplice 
after the fact-- or maybe before?) 
 
Leaving Molly McDonald and Pete Belgarde sitting as Tribal Court Judges, 
knowing that they farm kids out to abusive, dangerous homes in order to please 
or payback their 'friends' is putting every child that lives out there, in danger.  
 
Knowing that Kevin Dauphinais and Kristy Wishinsky put children into unsafe, 
dangerous homes where they were not even wanted, just so they could destroy 
the paper trails & files that would prove that the children, when fostered out into 
safe homes, were not being given the funds they were supposed to be getting. 
Those checks were going to Kevin's mother, and several other people who were 
not fostering children, but cashing in.  
 
They knowingly put children in danger, steal from them... and you all know they 
do these things. Your silence assures that children, some younger than was little 
Noah, are not safe.  
 
If you had known that Noah would be in danger, I am guessing that just about all 
of you would have spoken up, stood up, and prevented it. You would go back in 
Time and you would have stopped him from getting on his bike and riding into the 
path of a sun blinded driver.  
 
But you could not know that. You could not have foreseen that. It was not 
obvious at the time, or even before.  
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But you do know about Kevin Dauphinais, Kristy Wishinsky, Molly McDonald, 
Pete Belgarde... and more.  These are things you know... these are dangers you 
know... some of these are children you know.  So, why are you still silent?  
 
Is it easier to bury children than it is to stand up for them?  
 
If they are not worth protecting and saving, who or what is?  
 
You know where to find me. 
 
~Cat 


